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Abstract
To someone who has never heard a word about cricket, it is difficult in a few words or 
sentences to explain the game. It appears that the game is not so easy to understand because 
of many specific words (phrases) and rules. It is true that cricket is very old and traditional 
sport, but it is not popular all around the globe. 99% or more of the world population know 
about football, basketball or tennis, but many people have never heard a word about the sport 
called cricket. It is very popular in India, Australia and England. It is a sport where you're not 
scoring goals but runs and where the game is not divided into half times, but innings. There 
are three types of game: One Day Internationals, Twenty20 and Test series. It is also played 
by woman and blind or partially sighted players. It can be said that cricket is a game where 
one plays against all. It is a game in which one team consists of two teams: fielding and 
batting team. Actually, there are two players batting against eleven of them on the fielding 
side. One cricket match can last for a couple of days but the spirit of the game would last 
forever.
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1 Introduction
Cricket is a game that was created in the mid-sixteenth century in the North of England.
Some signs indicate that in 1301 Prince Edward1 played a game than named creag, but there 
has been speculation if this really was a first cricket, even there is written evidence about that. 
Historians think that he might have played something similar to cricket. From this we can 
agree that cricket is a very old game. The first cricket club was established in the 1666 and in 
1719 the selected teams from the English shire played championships. The written laws of the 
game date back to 1744. Cricket is a game where there is a group of eleven players on each 
side of the field, in which one team bats and tries to score runs and another attempts to bowl 
and fields the ball. The game takes place in a special playground for cricket, which is often 
oval. Cricket is a ball and bat game divided into periods called innings. Before the match, 
both teams decide if it will be a match with one or two innings for each team. In terms of 
professional cricket, there are matches limited by time in which each team has two innings, 
and those limited by number of overs, in which they have a single inning each. 
Cricket is the most popular in England, where it is founded, and in India. Nowadays there 
are only eighteen first-class cricket teams and in those eighteen there are just four European 
teams: England, Wales, Netherlands and Ireland. There are also cricket games for women and 
for blind players. Women cricket was played for the first time in 1745. Two blind factory 
workers invented the game for blind players in 1922 improvising the game with tin can 
containing rocks. Croatians met cricket for the first time on the island of Vis at the beginning 
of 19th century. Biggest rivalries are those between England and Australia. The winner 
between those teams is regarded with trophy, so called Ashes. Cricket had its attempt on 
Olympics but today it is not any more listed as Olympic sport.
                                                            
1Prince Edward - also called Edward of Caernarfon, was King of England from 1307 until he was deposed in 
January 1327
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Picture 1 Throwing a ball by a Pakistani player
Source: http://www.athleteslivehere.com/blog/2012/07/a-crash-course-on-cricket/
2 Origin of cricket
Cricket is a very old game. There are numerous theories about its origins. One theory says
that the game began among shepherds hitting a stone or a ball of wool with their crooks 
(sticks) and, at the same time, defending the wicket gate into the sheep-fold. The name was 
taken from Anglo Saxon “cricce”, meaning a crooked staff. Another theory says the name 
came from a low stool known as a 'cricket' in England, which from the side looked like a long, 
low wicket used in the early days of the game. Originally, it was taken from the Flemish 
“krickstoel”2. There is also a reference to “criquet” in North-East France in 1478 and evidence 
that the game evolved in South-East England in the “Middle Ages”3. It is believed that cricket 
was a children’s game for many generations before it was taken up by adults around the 
beginning of the 17th century. In the earliest known reference to the sport in 1598, it is called 
                                                            
2 Krickstoel -  a low stool on which parishioners knelt in church
3 Middle ages – a period in Europe between 5th an 15th century, also called Medieval period
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“creckett”. The name may have been derived from the Middle Dutch “krick”, meaning a stick, 
or the Old English “cricc” or “cryce” meaning a crutch or staff.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_cricket#Early_cricket)
3 History of cricket
No one knows where cricket begun but there is evidence that strongly suggests the game 
was created during Saxon or Norman times by children living in the Weald4. Cricket is a very 
old game. Already in 1666 there was a first cricket club, and 1719 started the first cricket 
tournament between the chosen teams of England shire.
3.1 First game of cricket
We don’t know surely when and where cricket was first played. There is written evidence 
that Prince Edward played a game similar to cricket in 1301. But this could not be used as the
first game of cricket.  The first reference to cricket in England is in evidence given at a 1598 
court case which mentions that "creckett" was played on common land in Guildford, Surrey, 
around 1550. John Derrick gave witness that he was a scholar at the "Free School at 
Guildford" where he and couple of his school friends played a creckett and other games. It is 
believed that it was played by children only, but references around 1610 indicate that adults 
started playing it. Soon after that appeared inter-parish and village cricket.
The first international match was played 1844 between the USA and Canada and the first 
over-seas match was played in 1859 when a team of leading English professional cricket 
players went to North America. The picture below shows the first international match between 
the USA and Canada. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_cricket#Early_cricket)
                                                            
4 Weald – an area  in South-east England
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Picture 2 The first official international match; Canada vs USA, 1844
Source: http://news.emigrate2.co.uk/2014/06/04/five-things-you-probably-didnt-know-about-
canada/
3.2 Cricket in 17th century
Cricket became an adult game contested by parish teams in the early 17th century, but there 
are no signs of county strength teams at this time. There is also little evidence of the high 
level of gambling that characterised the game throughout the 18th century.
In the 17th century people started to gamble. Noticed that, in 1664 the “Cavalier” 
parliament limited stakes to 100 pounds. Cricket had certainly become a significant gambling 
sport by the end of the 17th century. There is a newspaper report of a "great match" played in 
Sussex in 1697 which was played for high stakes of 50 guineas5 a side. In the 18th century 
gamblers formed their own teams so they could strengthen their bets, but gambling involved 
first patrons to protect them from setting the matches how they would like and from cheating 
and robbery.
In the 17th century cricket was introduced to the North America via the English colonies. In 
the 18th century it arrived in other parts of the globe. It was introduced to the West Indies by 
colonists and to India by British East India Company mariners in the first half of the century. 
                                                            
5guinea - coin used in Great Britain between 1663 and 1814, generally it was worth one pound or 21 shilings
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It arrived in Australia almost as soon as colonisation began in 1788. In New Zealand and 
South Africa the first cricket games were played in the early 19th century.         
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_cricket#Early_cricket
Picture 3 Women's Army Auxiliary Corps members playing cricket during World War One
Source: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/389279961511242202/
3.3 First crisis in cricket
During the 18th century cricket faced its first real crisis during the Seven Years War, which
was largely because of the shortage of players and lack of investment. But the game survived. 
Cricket faced another major crisis at the beginning of the 19th century. It was the period of the 
Napoleonic Wars when major matches had break off and were not played because of similar 
reasons as above. Again, the game survived and a slow recovery began in 1815. On 17 June 
1815, on the eve of the Battle of Waterloo, British soldiers played a cricket match in the Bois 
de la Cambre Park in Brussels. The park area where that match took place has been called La 
Pelouse des Anglais, translated to the English, The Englishmen's lawn.   
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_cricket#Early_cricket)
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3.4 The „Golden age“ of cricket
Cricket historians often talk about the golden age of cricket, the period from 1890 to the 
beginning of the First World War. The teams played cricket according to "the spirit of the 
game", but more realistically it was a peacetime period that was shattered by the First World 
War.
„This was the period when international and county matches were dominated by larger-
than-life characters, members of the aristocracy and even the odd Indian prince. Back then 
there were more titles in a cricket team than on the shelves of a library. During this golden 
age, when the sun always seemed to shine, batsmen played with bravado and derring-do, hit-
ting the bowling to all parts of the field”. (Knight, 2006)
Back in those days, batting was considered as gentlemanly pursuit, while bowling was seen 
more as working-class. This area featured numerous great names such as Grace, Wilfred 
Rhodes, C. B. Fry, K. S. Ranjitsinhji and Victor Trumper. (Knight, 2006)
3.5 Cricket in 19th century
In the 19th century, in 1846, William Clarke created the travelling All-England Eleven, a 
team with England’s best professional first class cricket players. Though a commercial 
venture, this team did much to popularise the game in districts which had never previously 
been visited by high-class cricketers. Other similar teams were created and this trend lasted 
for about thirty years. The growth of cricket in the middle and late 19th century was assisted 
by the development of the railway network. For the first time, teams from a long distance 
apart could play one against other wasting less time for long journeys. Spectators could travel 
longer distances to matches, increasing the size of crowds.
In 1864, another bowling revolution resulted in the legalisation of overarm6 and in the 
same year Wisden Cricketers' Almanack was first published. The "Great Cricketer", W. G. 
Grace, made his first-class debut in 1865. His feats did much to increase the game's popularity 
and he introduced technical innovations which revolutionised the game, particularly in 
batting.
                                                            
6 overarm- bowling technique
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The first ever international cricket game was between the USA and Canada in 1844. The 
match was played at the grounds of the St George's Cricket Club in New York. In 1859, a 
team of leading English professionals went to North America on the first overseas tour and, in 
1862, the first English team toured Australia.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_cricket#Early_cricket)




4 Code of Laws                 
The rules of the game aren’t the same as they were when cricket was founded. In the 16th
and 17th century there were no universal rules and different types of game were played on 
different courts. On 30 May 1788, the Marylebone Cricket Club produced its first Code of 
Laws. Code of Laws are set of rules established by the Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC) 
which describe the laws of cricket worldwide, to ensure uniformity and fairness. There are 
currently 42 laws, which outline all aspects of how the game is played from how a team wins 
a game, how a batsman is dismissed, to specifications on how to prepare and maintain the 
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pitch. Today laws are organized into a Preface, a Preamble and four appendices. The Preface 
relates to the Marylebone Cricket Club and the history of the Laws. The Preamble is a new 
addition and is related to "the Spirit of the Game". Preamble was introduced to discourage the 
increasing practices of ungentlemanly conduct.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laws_of_cricket)
5 Description of the game
Cricket is a bat-and-ball sport played by two teams, of eleven players each. A cricket 
match is played on a grass field in the centre of which is cricket pitch. There is a wicket 
placed at each end of the pitch. A match consists of one or two innings of each side, 
depending on the agreement reached before the match. It may be agreed to limit any inning to 
a number of overs7 or by a period of time.
5.1 Duration of the game
There are three formats in cricket: Test Match which lasts for 5 days, One Day 
International  which is 8 hours long (50 overs) and Twenty Twenty lasting for 3 hours (20 
overs). (https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20081013092548AAU7ZHB)
5.2 Umpires
    There are two umpires, who apply the Laws, make all necessary decisions, and relay the 
decisions to the scorers. There is a possibility of a third umpire in higher level cricket under 
the specific playing conditions of a particular match or tournament. The third umpire is 
located off the ground and available to assist the on-field umpires. (Ashtana, 2009)
                                                            
7 over- a set of six balls bowled from one end of a cricket pitch
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5.3 Players
There are two teams with eleven players on each side. Each team has six substitutions that
are put in game in case of injury or illness of a player. Each team has its batting and fielding 
team. The fielding team has eleven players on the field containing one bowler, one wicket-
keeper and the other nine are fielders. The team that is batting has only two players on the 
field who are called batsmen. The batsman who is facing the bowler is called striker and the 
other batsman who is standing near the bowler at the far side of the pitch is called non-striker. 
A bowler throws the ball to the batsman and tries to get the batsman 'out'. A wicket-keeper and 
other nine fielding players are placed on the field so they could catch the ball if the batsman 
hits it and prevent him from scoring runs. The wicket-keeper is the only fielder permitted to 
wear gloves and external leg guards. Picture 5 shows illustrated positions of the players on the 
pitch and around it. (Ashtana, 2009)
Picture 5 Illustration of player positions on pitch
Source: http://pics.urduwire.com/sports/cricket-ground-positions/
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6 Equipment and environment
Neither one official cricket game could be played without ensuring the right equipment and 
environment. All players must wear the right clothes (depending on weather) in the right 
colour, combined with spiked shoes. Cricket ball, wicket and bat must ensure the regulations.
6.1 Cricket ball
The cricket ball is between 22.4 cm and 22.9 cm by its volume, and weights between 155.9
g and 163 g. Only one ball is used at a time, and if it is lost, it is replaced with a similar ball. It 
is also replaced at the start of each innings, and may, at the request of the fielding side, be 
replaced with a new ball, after a certain number of overs have been bowled (80 in Test 
matches, 34 in ODIs8). If the ball is red, than the clothing of players must be white or cream.
Picture 7 presents the red cricket ball. If the ball is white, players usually have uniforms in 
one colour team colours. (https://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/hosking/cricket/explanation.htm)
Picture 6 Cricket ball
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cricket_ball
                                                            
8ODIs – One Day Internationals, form of cricket game limited by number of overs
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6.2 Wicket
The wicket consists of three wooden stumps that are 71 cm tall. The stumps are placed 
along the batting crease with equal distances between each stump. They are positioned so they 
are 23 cm wide. Two wooden bails are placed on top of the stumps. The bails must not project 
more than 1.3 cm above the stumps, and must, for men's cricket, be 10.95 cm long. Picture 8 
shows the dimensions and how wicket must look like. 
(https://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/hosking/cricket/explanation.htm)
Picture 7 Wicket for cricket
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wicket
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6.3 Bat  
The bat is no more than 38 inches (97 cm) in length, and no more than 4.25 inches (10.8 
cm) wide. The hand or glove holding the bat is considered part of the bat. The bat must be 
made of wood (white willow wood).
(https://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/hosking/cricket/explanation.htm)
6.4 Other equipment
Batsmen must wear protective pads, gloves and helmet to prevent injury. Shoes of all 
players have to be with spiked soles for the grip on the grass. Clothes which players would 
wear depend on weather. When cold, long pants and long-sleeved pullover and when weather 
is nice, long pants combined with sleeveless shirt.
(https://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/hosking/cricket/explanation.htm)
6.5 The pitch 
The pitch is a rectangular area of the ground 20 m long and 3.0 m wide. The Ground 
Authority selects and prepares the pitch, but once the game has started, the umpires control 
what happens to the pitch. The artificial surface must have a minimum length of 18 m and a 
minimum width of 1.8 m. The bowling crease, which is the back edge of the crease marking, 
shall be the line through the centres of the three stumps at that end. It is 2.64 m long, with the 
stumps in the centre. The pitch cannot be watered during the match. There shall be no bowling 
or batting practice on the pitch or on the area parallel and immediately adjacent to the pitch, at 
any time on any day of the match.
(https://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/hosking/cricket/explanation.htm)
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7 Match rules
There are many more rules in cricket than in many other sports. So, briefly, the object of 
the game is to score runs when at bat and to put out, or dismiss the opposing batsmen when in 
the field. 
7.1 Scoring runs
A run is when both batters run to the wicket at the opposite site of the pitch so there is a 
batter on each side of the pitch. Scoring a boundary is when ball crosses the boundary line of 
the ground before the fielders stop the ball. If the ball crosses the boundary without touching 
the ground, this counts as six runs. If the ball crosses the boundary but has first touched the 
ground before, counts as four runs. 
Whenever a batsman hits the ball during a delivery, he may score runs. A run is scored by 
the batsmen running between the popping creases, crossing over midway between them. 
When they both reach the opposite crease, one run is scored, and they may return for another 
run immediately. The fielding side attempts to prevent runs being scored by threatening to 
run-out one of the batsmen. If the batsmen are attempting to take runs, and a fielder gathers 
the ball and hits a wicket with it, removing one or both bails, while no batsman is behind that 
wicket's popping crease, then the nearest batsman is run out. Specifically, the batsman must 
have some part of his body or his bat grounded behind the crease, but not on the crease. The 
batsmen carry their bats as they run. Batsman can turn for another run only if he touched the 
ground beyond the crease with bat. The batsmen do not have to run at any time they think it is 
unsafe. It is common to hit the ball and not to run. If the batsmen run one or three, or very rare 
five, then they have swapped ends and their striker/non-striker roles are reversed for the next 
ball, except if the ball just completed is the last ball of an over.
If the striker hits the ball well enough, the batsmen may double back to score two or more 
runs. However, no rule requires the batsman to run upon striking the ball. The decision to at-
tempt a run is ideally made by the batsman who has the better view of the ball's position, and 
this is communicated by calling "yes", "no" and "wait". Those three words are mostly used.
The batsmen swap ends every time an odd number of runs are scored. If a fielder knocks the 
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bails off the stumps with the ball while no part of the batsman is grounded behind the popping 
crease, the batsman nearer the broken wicket is run out. The batsman may ground the bat, 
provided he or she is holding it. If the ball reaches the boundary, then runs are automatically 
scored: six if the ball goes over the boundary without touching the ground, four if it touched 
the ground. These are scored instead of any runs the batsmen may have already run and they 
return to the ends at which they started. (V. Ashtana, 2009)
The batsmen usually stop taking runs when a fielder is throwing the ball back towards the 
pitch area. If no fielder near the pitch gathers the ball and it continues into the outfield again, 
the batsmen may take more runs. Such runs are called overthrows. If the ball reaches the 
boundary on an overthrow, four runs are scored in addition to the runs taken before the 
overthrow occurred. Runs scored by a batsman, including all overthrows, are credited to him 
by the scorer. The number of runs scored by each batsman is an important statistic. If, while 
running multiple runs, a batsman does not touch the ground beyond the popping crease before 
he returns for the next run, then the umpire at that end will signal one short, and the number of 
runs scored is reduced by one. (V. Ashtana, 2009)
7.2 Dismissing the batsman
A batsman shall be considered to be "out of his ground" unless his bat or some part of his 
person is grounded behind the popping crease at that end. A batsman is out "bowled" if his 
wicket is put down by a ball delivered by the bowler. A batsman is "out caught" if a fielder 
catches the ball fully within the field of play without it bouncing once the ball has touched the 
striker's bat, glove or only the leg of the batsman. Batsman can be given out if he intentionally 
touches the ball with a hand that is not holding the bat. An exception is given for if the 
batsman handles the ball to avoid injury. The striker is out "Hit the ball twice" if, while the 
ball is in play, it strikes any part of his person or is struck by his bat and, before the ball has 
been touched by a fielder, he wilfully strikes it again with his bat or person.  The striker is out 
"hit wicket" if, after the bowler has entered his delivery stride and while the ball is in play, his 
wicket is put down by his bat or his person. The striker may do this while preparing to receive 
or receiving a delivery or in setting off for his first run after playing the delivery. For the 
batsman to be adjudged „lbw“ (leg before wicket), the ball, if it bounces, must pitch in line 
with the wickets, or on the off side of the stumps. Picture 9 shows how Kevin Pietersen was 
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dismissed lbw. Batsman is out „Obstructing the field“ if he wilfully obstructs or distracts the 
opposing side by word or action. A batsman is out „Run out“ if at any time while the ball is in 
play no part of his bat or person is grounded behind the popping crease and his wicket is fairly 
put down by the opposing side. The striker is out „Stumped“ if a ball which is not a „No ball“ 
is delivered, and he is out of his ground and he has not attempted a run. (V. Ashtana, 2009)




Asterisk - a batsman’s innings that has been completed without the batsman being dismissed
Balista - a type of bowling machine invented in the mid-19th century and used for providing 
batting practice.
Banana - a ball that moves substantially in the air, describing a wide banana shape
Beamer - a fast, high full toss aimed at the batsman's head
Rabbi t- a late-order batsman with little or no batting skill; also called bunny
Century - a batsman’s score of 100 runs or over made in a single innings
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Cherry - the ball
Dolly - a miss-hit by a batsman that comes slowly to a fielder
Duck - a batsman score of nought (duck egg)
Ferret - a late order batsmen with absolutely no batting skill, goes in after the rabbit's
Flamingo - an unusual batting stroke in which the batsman balances on one leg
Full moon - a batsman's score of nought (rabbit)
Full toss - a ball bowled right up to the batsman so that it does not pitch before reaching the 
bat
Hacker - an attacking batsman with hard-hitting uncultured batting style
Hat trick - the act of dismissing three batsmen in three consecutive deliveries
Jaffa - ball that moves unexpectedly in the air or off the pitch, and is almost impossible for 
the batsman to play successfully
Kanga cricket - a simplified form of cricket for young children, played with a soft ball and 
lightweight plastic bats and stumps; Kiwi cricekt
Maiden - an over in which no runs are scored off the bat
Michelle - a bowler’s haul of five or more wickets in an innings
Muttoner - a fast ball that hits the batsman’s hands and crushes the fingers against the bat-
handle
Nelson - the score of 111 runs (or any multiple of this) made by a team or an individual play-
er, generally believed to be extremely unlucky
Paceman - a fast bowler
Partnership - a period during which two batsmen are batting together
Pyjama game - term for one-day cricket, so called because of the coloured clothing and pads 
worn by the players
Reply - to score the stated number of runs when chasing a total made by the opposing team
Rib-roaster - a fast ball that rises sharply from the pitch, especially so as to put the batsman 
in danger of physical injury
Rubber - a series of Test matches or other games at international level
Sitter - an easy catching chance offered to a fielder
Skittle - to dismiss a batting side cheaply and quickly
Speed merchant - a fast bowler
Spill - to fail to take a possible catch
Stonewall - to bat extremely defensively, with the intention of remaining at the crease rather 
than scoring runs
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Submarine - to beat the batsman by keeping very low and passing underneath his bat
Third man - a relatively deep off-side fielding position (or the player occupying it) behind 
the batsman’s wicket and covering the slips and gully
Twelfth ma - an additional player acting as a reserve member of a team
Wrong'un - a ball bowled by a wrist-spinner that turns in the opposite direction from usual
Yorker - a straight ball that passes underneath the striker’s bat, especially by pitching right
up to or just inside the popping crease
(Rundell, 2006)
9 Most famous cricket players
Through the history to nowadays, there were many players who popularised the game. 
Some of them achieved outstanding numbers which seems to be never reached again.
Donald Bradman (28 August 1908 Cootamundra, New South Wales – 25 February 2001 
Adelaide, South Australia), nicknamed „The Don“, was cricket's first hero and his
achievements will almost certainly never be equalled. There are few statistics in sport that will 
hardly be reached. Sir Donald Bradman’s career Test average of 99.94 is surely one of those. 
This achievement is considered the greatest achievement by any sportsman in any major 
sport. He can be compared with Sachin Tendulkar, a cricket player who retired from cricket in 
2013, who is named „The God of cricket“, had the average of 53.79 in the Test series cricket. 
Bradman dominated the game for a period of twenty years, consistently scoring at a level that 
made him, in the words of former Australia captain Bill Woodfull, "worth three batsmen to 
Australia. Without doubt, he is the greatest cricketer who ever lived. Picture 9 shows Sir 
Donald Bradman hitting the ball (J. Agnew, 2013)
Sachin Tendlukar is a former Indian cricketer and captain. Sachin was born in Bombay in 
India on 24 April 1973. Because of the place of his birth, Bombay, he was nicknamed 
Bombay Bomber. He is the only player who have scored 100 international centuries9, the first 
batsman to score a double century in a One Day International, holds the record for most 
number of runs in both ODI and Test cricket, the only player to complete more than 
                                                            
9 Century- a batsman’s score of 100 runs or over made in a single innings
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30,000 runs in international cricket. Wisden Cricketer's Almanack ranked him the second 
greatest Test batsman of all time. Tendulkar announced his retirement on 16 November 2013 
after playing his 200th and final Test match. Tendulkar played 664 international cricket 
matches in total, scoring 34,357 runs. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sachin_Tendulkar)
Picture 9 Sir Donald Bradman in action
Source: Jonathan Agnew, 2013
10 International Cricket Council (ICC)
The International Cricket Council (ICC) is the international governing body of cricket. It 
was founded as the Imperial Cricket Conference in 1909 by the representatives from England, 
Australia and South Africa. The Imperial Cricket Conference was renamed in 1965 to the 
International Cricket Conference, and took up its current name in 1989. The International 
Cricket Council overlooks playing conditions, bowling reviews, and other ICC regulations. It 
also appoints international umpires and referees for all Test matches, One-Day Internationals 
and Twenty20 Internationals.
The ICC has three classes of membership: Full Members, the ten governing bodies of 
teams that play official Test matches; Associate Members, the 37 governing bodies in the 
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countries where cricket is firmly established and organised but which do not qualify for Full 
Membership; and Affiliate Members, the 60 governing bodies in countries where the ICC 
recognises that cricket is played according to the Laws of Cricket. Picture 10 shows Full and 
Associate Members of ICC. The ICC is responsible for the organisation and governance of 
cricket’s major international tournaments, most notably the Cricket World Cup. 
(http://www.icc-cricket.com)
Picture 10 Members of the International Cricket Council
Source:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Cricket_Council
11 Blind Cricket
  Blind cricket was invented in Melbourne in 1922 by two blind factory workers who 
improvised the game using a tin can containing rocks and it is played by blind and partially 
sighted players. The rules of blind cricket are based on the Laws of cricket with some 
essential modifications. The ball in blind cricket is significantly larger than a standard cricket 
ball and filled with ball bearings. The size of the ball is important because it allows partially 
sighted players to see the ball and the contents allow blind players to hear it. Picture 11 shows
the ball for blind or partially sighted players. The wicket is also larger, to allow partially 
sighted players to see and blind players to touch it during the match. There are also various 
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other modifications to the rules, and verbal signals are widely used both by umpires and 
players: The Victorian Blind Cricket Association was founded in 1922, and the first sports 
ground and clubhouse for blind cricket was built at Kooyong, Melbourne in 1928.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blind_cricket)









World’s first Test Cricket match for Blind was played between Pakistan and South Africa 
in which Pakistan defeated South Africa by 94 runs.
In 1998, First World Cup was held in New Delhi, India. South Africa defeated Pakistan in 
the final while India and Australia were the two semi-finalists. In 2002, Second Blind Cricket 
World Cup was held in Chennai, India in December. Pakistan defeated South Africa in the 
finals. In 2006, Third Blind Cricket World Cup was held in Islamabad, Pakistan under the 
leadership of Aga Shaukat-Ali, President and founder of Pakistan Blind Cricket Council. Song 
"Zindagi" (Life) sung by Faakhir Mehmood and Shariq Roomi was selected as the official 
song for Blind Cricket World Cup, 2006. Pakistan defeated India in the final and became the 
Blind World Cup Cricket Champions for the 2nd time. In 2012, the first Blind World Cup T20 
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was held in Bangalore, India.(http://museumvictoria.com.au/collections/items/261906/cricket-
ball-cane-wicker-circa-920s-1970s)
12 Women cricket
The first match of women's cricket was recorded on 26 July 1745. It was played between
the maids of Bramley and the maids of Hambledon. White Heather Club was the first known 
women's cricket club, formed in 1887 in Yorkshire. In 1890 a team known as the „Original 
English Lady Cricketers“ toured England, reportedly making substantial profits before their 
manager runaway with the money. In Australia, a women's cricket league was set up in 1894, 
while in South Africa, Port Elizabeth had a women's cricket team, the „Pioneers Cricket Club“
in 1902. Unfortunately the original photograph has not been preserved, but there was a copy 
found in the Evening Post in 1963. Western Province was the first province to play cricket and 
there is a record of a few enterprising women playing the game at the beginning of the 20th 
century. Mrs Winifred Kingswell is mentioned as a pioneer of Women's Cricket in South 
Africa. In 1920/21 the Peninsula Girls' School Games Union was formed, and Mrs Kingswell 
was their first President. In 1932, the Peninsula Ladies' Cricket Club was formed and in 1934 
this club was affiliated to the Women's Cricket Association (England). In Canada, city 
Victoria also had a women's cricket team that played cricket at Beacon Hill Park. In 1958 the 
International Women's Cricket Council (IWCC) was formed to co-ordinate women's cricket 
around the world.
The IWCC was merged with the International Cricket Council (ICC) at year 2005 to form 
one unified body with goal to manage and develop cricket. Women's cricket has been played 
internationally since the inaugural women's Test match between England women and 
Australia women in December 1934. The following year, New Zealand women joined them, 
and in 2007 Netherlands women became the tenth women's Test nation when they made their 
debut against South Africa women. Since 1973, women's One Day Internationals (ODIs) have 
also been contested, and these quickly became the focus of women's international cricket. In 
the years since the beginning of women's ODIs more than eight times more of this format has 
been played than women's Test cricket.
The Women's Cricket World Cup has been held nine times, with Australia, England and 
New Zealand sharing the titles. In 2004, a shorter format of cricket was introduced, women's 
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Twenty20 cricket. This form of cricket was played little at international level, with only four 
matches played by the end of 2006. In the next year, 2007, however, six matches were played, 
in 2008 ten matches and thirty in 2009, which also saw the first ICC Women's World 
Twenty20. Picture 12 shows an Indonesian woman striking the ball.
(http://www.stgeorgespark.nmmu.ac.za/content/women/displayarticle.asp?artid=wom_001)
Picture 12 Woman striking the ball
Source: http://defence.pk/threads/guys-who-is-you-fav-women-cricket-team.152507/
13 Cricket stadiums
Cricket is played all around the world in many different locations, from the backyards and 
local suburban ovals, to international stadiums filled with thousands of spectators. The 
Sydney Cricket Ground (SCG) and Lord’s (England) are two of the most famous cricket 
grounds in the world. Those two stadiums are known as grounds where the greatest players of 
the game have demonstrated their considerable skills, and where some of the greatest 
cricketing rivalries are played.
In the world there are 105 grounds with capacity more than 15,000 that are exclusively 
made for cricket. The biggest cricket stadium is Melbourne Cricket Ground in Australia, with
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the capacity of over 100,000 seats. Picture 13 shows the view from the grandstand of 
Melbourne Cricket Ground. The second largest stadium is India’s Eden Gardens in the city of 
Kolkata with the capacity of 99 349 seats. Sydney’s ANZ Stadium had the capacity of 
110,000 sitting places when the ground was rectangular. The ground was reconstructed to be 
oval and that reduced the capacity to 83,500, making him the third biggest cricket stadium. 
The biggest cricket ground in Europe is England’s Lord’s Cricket Ground with 30,000 seats. 
(http://www.internationalcrickethall.com/whats-here/the-game-of-cricket/cricket-grounds-
around-the-world/)
Picture 13 Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG)
Source: http://populous.com/project/melbourne-cricket-ground/
14 Olympic games
Although cricket is an ancient, traditional and popular sport it is not listed as Olympic 
sport. In the 21st century, the International Olympic Committee places it near the bottom of 
'potential' Olympic sports, behind BMX racing, surfing and even bridge10. The reasons why 
cricket is so unfavoured may be found in a history of mismanagement and a lack of interest.
In the history, cricket was scheduled as an event at the first modern Olympics. At the 1896 
Summer Olympics it was listed in the original programme but due to an insufficient number 
of entries, the event was cancelled. Four years later, a cricket tournament was played as part 
of the 1900 Summer Olympics in Paris and took place on 19–20 August at the Vélodrome de 
                                                            
10 bridge - trick-card game
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Vincennes. The only match of the tournament was played between Great Britain and France, 
and was won by 158 runs by Great Britain. Originally, teams representing Belgium, France, 
Great Britain, and the Netherlands were scheduled to compete in the tournament. Belgium and 
the Netherlands pulled out of the competition, leaving Great Britain to play France. Neither 
team was nationally selected. The British side was a touring club, the Devon and Somerset 
Wanderers (alias Devon County Wanderers), while the French team, the French Athletic Club 
Union, consisted mainly of British emigrants living in Paris. The second upcoming Olympic 
games, predicted to be in St Louis in 1904 were cancelled because of the lack of facilities and 
from then cricket was not listed any more as the Olympic sport. 
(http://www.espncricinfo.com/magazine/content/story/134962.html)
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15 The Ashes 
The biggest rivalry in cricket is those between England and Australia, in which the 
victorious team is honoured with, so called, Ashes. The Ashes is the prize in a Test cricket 
series played between England and Australia. At least once in four years England or Australia 
is the host of Ashes. The first Test series played between those two teams was played in 1876-
1877 season. The Ashes are regarded as being held by the team that won the last Test series 
between those sides or, if that series was drawn, by the team that last won such a series. The 
term “ashes” was mentioned for the first time in a satirical obituary published in a British 
newspaper, The Sporting Times, immediately after Australia's 1882 victory at The Oval. This 
was the Australians first Test win on English ground. The funeral stated that English cricket 
had died, and the body would be cremated and the ashes taken to Australia. The mythical 
ashes immediately became associated with the 1882–83 series played in Australia, before 
which the English captain Ivo Bligh had promised to "regain those ashes".
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ashes)
15.1 The Ashes trophy
After England had won two of the three Tests on the tour, a small urn was presented to 
Bligh by a group of Melbourne women including Florence Morphy, The contents of the urn 
are reputed to be the ashes of a wooden bail, and were humorously described as "the ashes of 
Australian cricket". The urn has never been the official trophy of the Ashes series, having 
been a personal gift to Bligh. However, replicas of the urn are often held by victorious teams 
as a symbol of their victory in an Ashes series. Since the 1998–99 Ashes series, a Waterford 
Crystal representation of the Ashes urn (called the Ashes Trophy) has been presented to the 
winners of an Ashes series as the official trophy of that series. Whichever side holds the 
Ashes, the urn remains in the MCC Museum at Lord's. An Ashes series is traditionally of five 
Tests, hosted in turn by England and Australia at least once every four years. As of December 
2013, Australia is the holder, having won all of the five Tests, reclaiming the Ashes with a 
victory in the third Test. Overall, Australia has won 32 series, England 31 and five series have 
been drawn. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ashes)
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15.2 “Bodyline”
The most infamous event in cricket was the 1932-33 English tour of Australia - the 
Bodyline tour. The English team used a new tactic to get batsmen out, by bowling at their 
bodies and placing many fielders in short fielding positions backward of square leg11. As the 
batsmen fended the ball away in an effort to protect themselves, the ball often flew into the 
waiting hands of the fielders, getting the batsman out caught. The English referred to this 
tactic as "Leg Theory", but the Australians, angry that the English bowlers were aiming at 
their bodies, called it "Bodyline". (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ashes)
Picture 15 Aerial view of the cricket pitch in Phillack, England
Source: http://stock.jasonhawkes.com/?search=cricket
                                                            
11 backward square leg- fielders position, standing slightly behind the line of the wicket
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16 Cricket in Croatia
Croatians first met with cricket on the island of Vis 200 years ago. Specifically, during the 
Napoleonic Wars, the English navy was stationed on the island of Vis, and played cricket for 
fun but also to maintain morale and physical fitness. With the blessing of Captain William 
Hoste, who was later awarded the title "Sir", sailors in the centre of Vis spent summer days 
playing cricket.
There are two theories about why cricket disappeared from the island when after six years 
of residence the British ships left Vis. The first theory says that the local population did not 
like the sport and they didn’t understand it. The second theory says that the English took with 
them all the necessary equipment, so that local people could not continue to play it.
After Croatian independence in early 90s, a significant number of young immigrants 
returned to their homeland, especially from Australia. After a few years in Croatia, they 
realized that they are missing something that is not only material goods but the lifestyle which 
they had in the countries they lived in. It was unthinkable to spend their summer days without 
cricket on TV, in their backyards, in parks or on beaches. For the revival of cricket in Croatia 
biggest deserves goes to Robert Dumančić and Ivan Bilić, who after almost 190 years restart 
cricket at year 1998. Setting up a cricket club in Slovenia, this duo gathered the required 11 
players who went to Ljubljana and played a match against a local club. Most of these 11 
players had never played the 'organized' cricket - with a hard ball, the right equipment and the 
right field. As expected, the match ended in defeat but the real, more important result was the 
formation of the club in Croatia.
With the help of the European Cricket Council and the British Embassy in Zagreb in early 
1999 they received their own equipment and started training. In 2000 Croatia received an
invitation for participation in the European 'Representative Festival, which was held for the 
first time in Austria. The representatives of Austria, Slovenia, Finland and Norway also 
participated at this competition.
In addition to the top 11 local enthusiasts who immediately accepted the challenge of 
participating in such a competition, from New Zealand came help from Vojnovich brothers -
John and Paul. Of the four matches played, Croatians won two, and that was enough to win a 
respectable second place. Victories came against 'known opponents' hosts from Austria and 
Slovenia. John Jovnovich was voted the best player of the competition.
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A good result from 2000 provided the associate membership of the International Cricket 
Council (ICC) as a call to "ECC Trophy" which was played in 2001, again in Austria. At this 
competition, there were much stronger and more numerous competitors. A total of 10 teams 
participated, and even Vojnovich brothers could not help in achieving some better result and 
Croatia finished the competition in second last place. (http://www.croatia-cricket.hr/about-
cricket/article-2-cricket-in-croatia)
16.1 Cricket Club Zagreb
Cricket Club Zagreb was officially registered in 2000. In 2001 it was included in the 
Austrian league open. The Club didn’t have the right equipment neither the ground, and 'local' 
matches were played in Vienna or Velden. In two years of the competition only one win was
recorded. These relatively poor results, however, did not have a negative impact on the 
development of cricket in Croatia. In 2002 a real cricket pitch was built in the centre of 
Zagreb, opposite the SRC Mladost. The ground was immediately used for the proper purpose 
and in the same year Croatia hosted ECC Representative Festival. (http://www.croatia-
cricket.hr/about-cricket/article-2-cricket-in-croatia)
Picture 16 Croatian national cricket team
Source: http://blogs.abc.net.au/wa/2009/05/200-years-of-cr.html?program=(none)
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17 Conclusion
Cricket is a very old game. It has been played since the 16th century until now. It had its
ups and downs in the beginning but today it is very popular in the United Kingdom, India, 
Australia, Pakistan and Africa. No one knows for sure when cricket was firstly played. There 
is written evidence that in 1301 Prince Edward played the game similar to cricket. The rules 
of the game have not always been the same but in the year 1788 Marylebone Cricket Club 
produced the Laws of the Game which included 42 rules of the game. The first recorded 
match of women's cricket was reported to be held on 26 July 1745. There is also cricket game 
for blind or partially sighted cricketers.  Blind cricket was invented in Melbourne in 1922 by 
two blind factory workers who improvised the game using a tin can containing rocks. It has 
some different rules and different ball to play. The popularity of cricket grew when the game 
took place at the Summer Olympic Games in 1900, although today it is not an Olympic sport. 
Every year a cricket match called Ashes is played between Australia and England. It is the 
biggest rivalry which will never end, just like "the spirit of the game".
„Cricket is a game played in mind. Give a man confidence and he will walk among kings. 
Drag him down and he will scurry among crabs.“(Roebuck, 2005)
Picture 17 Indian team celebrating victory
Source: http://sports.ndtv.com/cricket/photos/india-conquer-australia-2935
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